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IN THIS ISSUE:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
CASHLESS SOCIETY – WHAT IS
THE SECURITY RISK?
One of the enduring concerns for
consumers is the risk of identity theft
and fraudulent purchases. Hackers using
transaction data on purchases as low as $5
have the capability to access consumers’
accounts and potentially withdraw their
funds. As much as financial institutions
continue to spend millions on trying to
protect people’s identity and the digital
transaction process, the reality is that while
ever there are people wishing to commit
fraud, they will find a way.
Not only should consumers be concerned
about the loss of private information, we
should also be prepared for what many
believe will continue to be the threat of
hackers shutting down banking systems,
thereby making it impossible to transact
unless cash is readily available.

Experience to date indicates that financial
institutions have often responded in a
timely fashion to their systems shutting
down. But what if it was for a week or two,
as has occurred in some countries? How
would people pay the bills and shop for
essentials? And how would the low value
transaction of buying a coffee on the way to
work actually happen?
For the consumers committed to being
‘cashless’, carrying cash just in case is surely
a prudent consideration. And for policy
makers, ensuring cash is easily and readily
available will be essential.
Cash is not only a sound alternative for
people wanting to limit the use of their
private data for tracking, direct marketing
or analytics. Using cash also helps to avoid
the unapproved sharing of customer data
and to fend off criminal actors seeking to
steal identification information.

NEXT MDC WEBINAR –
16 SEPTEMBER 2021
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NEW PAPER: RISK
OF TRANSMISSION
OF COVID FROM
NOTES AND COINS
IS VERY LOW
The European Central Bank released a
paper last month that assessed the risk of
transmitting COVID through banknotes and
coins.
Following collaboration with RuhrUniversität Bochum researchers, the paper’s
authors concluded that “Although citizens
reported using cash less in transactions
partly out of fear of infection, research
confirms that the risk of the virus being
transmitted by banknotes and coins is
very low. This supports the findings from
the scientific community concluding that
SARS-CoV-2 mainly spreads via respiratory
fluids and airborne transmission, and that
surfaces play a very minor role.”
The paper can be accessed here.

TOPIC: CASHLESS V CASH – THE HIDDEN COST TO
CONSUMERS AND SOCIETY
10:00am BST
11:00am CEST and SAST
6:00pm KST and JST
7:00pm AEST

GUEST SPEAKERS

F ranz Seitz – Professor of Economics at Weiden Technical
University and Adviser to the Bundesbank since 2001
Pasquale Srgo – Professor in the Department of Economics
at Deakin University Business School, Australia
 uillaume Lepecq – Chair of Cash Essentials
G

TO REGISTER, FOLLOW THIS LINK
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MINTS OF THE WORLD –
MINT OF FINLAND
History
Mint of Finland was founded by emperor’s
decision in 1860 after the Grand Duchy
of Finland – the predecessor state of
modern Finland – got its own currency. The
company changed from a state office to a
state-owned, independent limited company
in 1993 and has since grown to a leading
exporter of blanks and coins with target
markets in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
Minting euro coins started in 1998 and Mint
of Finland had a central role in material
planning for the new currency, since it
had expert knowledge of bi-metallic coins
already within production of the previous
Finnish currency markka (FIM). Today Mint
of Finland provides manufacturing, coin
lifecycle and consulting services related to
coins.
Challenges in the past eighteen

months

During the past months Mint of Finland, just
like so many other companies, has faced
the challenges related to uncertainties of
the pandemic world. Keeping employees
safe and healthy, operations running and
fulfilling customer expectations are the
day-to-day activities but have required
some additional attention recently. At
the same time, this has also been a great
opportunity to fast forward to more digital

remote cooperation internally as well as
with customers and suppliers.
Mint of Finland hopes that the digital
development will continue within
the industry and the new efficient
ways of cooperation will improve the
competitiveness of cash.
F ocus

First day mints of the commemorative circulation
coins in decorative, serial numbered packaging

Corporate responsibility and creating
value for the owner and customers are
the essence of healthy business. Mint of
Finland’s strengths – export expertise,
customer orientation, reliability and
being the industry forerunner – form the
core of our business activities. Focusing
on profitability, sustainability, agility,
accountability and accuracy takes Mint of
Finland towards being the most respected
industry forerunner and most responsible
choice in its business – the most trusted
coin service provider.
L atest innovation
Mint of Finland sees digitalization as an
opportunity to develop both the company’s
own operations, cooperation with suppliers
and services offered to customers. Besides
the coin service development activities,
Mint of Finland is aiming to transfer coin
collecting as a hobby into the digital age.
With a digital solution called Coiniverse,
Continued page
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HUNGARY
CELEBRATES
75 YEARS OF ITS
CURRENCY, THE
FORINT
The Magyar Nemzeti Bank, central bank of
Hungary, issued on 3 August six collector
versions of the 5-forint circulation coin in 12
million pieces to mark the 75th anniversary
of the introduction of the forint. Placing
them in the correct order, the coins form
the word FORINT and display the Magyar
Nemzeti Bank head office at Szabadság
square.
The thematic side of the 5-forint coins, to
honour the occasion, was designed on
the basis of Gyuró Mónika’s graphics. Her
creation proved to be the most popular
after a public vote had been conducted.
All six design elements feature a section of
the Magyar Nemzeti Bank’s building which
display a representation of the building
from an angle, when placed in the correct
order. The letters in the word ‘FORINT’
are also part of the six coin designs. Their
unique typeface evokes the ones used in
1946, when the first forint coins came into
circulation, marking the anniversary.
On the thematic sides of the coins the
letterings ‘75 ÉVES FORINT’ (75 years of the
forint) and ‘MAGYARORSZÁG’ (Hungary),
referring to the place of issuance as well
as the year ‘2021’ indicating the time of
issuance, are shown. The face value sides of
the commemorative versions are identical
with that of the 5-forint circulation coin.
The public will be able to familiarise
themselves with the new coins in
circulation during cash transactions while
making everyday purchases.

The Coiniverse app.

MINT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:
www.mintindustry.com
ross.macdiarmid@mintindustry.com
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HUNGARY CELEBRATES THE 75 YEARS
OF ITS CURRENCY, THE FORINT
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To have these collector coins, to be used
in everyday payment transactions, reach
as many citizens as possible, the Magyar
Nemzeti Bank issued two million pieces of
each lettered version totalling 12 million
pieces, which is an exceptional volume to
the current issuance practice of the Bank.
These are the commemorative circulation
coins produced and issued in the largest
quantities in the history of the forint.
Following their issuance, these special
5-forint coins will be put into circulation
gradually, adjusting to the needs in cash
circulation.
The commemorative circulation coins were
also up for sale in special sets. Out of the
total number of 12 million, 12,000 pieces

of the first day mint (in UNC finish)
coins of each letter were offered for
the collectors in serial numbered
decorative packaging.
The coins forming the word FORINT,
were also available for purchase
in bankrolls, placed in decorative
packaging box especially produced
for this occasion. The extra
packages of the sets were available
through the distribution channels
of the Hungarian Mint Ltd. and both
were sold out in a record time of a
couple of days.
The design of the obverse of the six
different 5-forint circulation coins

MINTS OF THE WORLD – MINT OF FINLAND
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coin collecting can attract and inspire
new collectors and generations to the
fascinating world of coins and build new
business models for all the mints operating
on the Coiniverse platform.
All interested mints are invited to join the
Coiniverse family to build the best digital
collector experience for coin collectors.
Monnaie de Paris and South African Mint
have already signed up as member mints
and discussions are ongoing with several
others. Mint of Finland warmly welcomed
both mints to the Coiniverse family and is
committed to deepening the cooperation
to shape the digital future of coin collecting.
“Monnaie de Paris has a long history
in minting coins and delighting coin
enthusiasts with high quality collector
coins. However, we know that the future will
be digital and Monnaie de Paris is dedicated
to find and develop new solutions to take
the long history also to the future. The new
generation of collectors are after new kinds
of experiences, so we need to innovate.
We were happy to join Coiniverse to better
understand future collectors and serve
them with new digital ways and channels
natural to them”, says Marc Schwartz, CEO
of Monnaie de Paris.

The South African Mint sees Coiniverse also
as a good opportunity to build awareness
among global audiences: “Coiniverse is
an interesting addition to support the
development of our digital services for coin
collectors. With Coiniverse, the aim for us is
to better understand young coin collectors
and gain valuable visibility among
collectors around the world. Coiniverse is
also a good opportunity to grow awareness
about the South African Mint and its
products globally,” says Sibongile Metsing,
Marketing Manager at the South African
Mint.
Mints that join the Coiniverse as members
have access to coin collector insights
through quantitative and qualitative
research as well as app usage data so they
can truly understand what the collector
audience is looking for. They also have the
opportunity to present their latest offerings
to an extremely attractive audience.
With its database of nearly 80,000 coins and
their information, Coiniverse seems to be
tapping into the need of future collectors
– over the past few months, it has gained
users from every continent excluding
Antarctica.

MINT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:
www.mintindustry.com
ross.macdiarmid@mintindustry.com

 est learning for others
B
For several years, Mint of Finland has been
studying what kind of future there will
be for the cash industry and the impact
of digitalization on cash money. Mint
of Finland believes that the diversity of
payment methods is better for society
as a whole, and that coins will continue
to serve people’s needs as a handy and
safe payment method. People should
have an opportunity to choose how to
pay, including coins, based on individual
freedom and equality.
As the mint industry has learned to cope
and acquire new ways to work during the
pandemic, Mint of Finland has seen that
agility and courage to test new ways to
operate can also deliver quick results. The
Mint is still taking the first steps to enhance
operations and implement digital tools but
sees that there are numerous opportunities
to be seized. To ensure keeping cash as a
competitive payment system, it requires
working and developing the mint industry
together.
For more information, please visit the Mint
of Finland website or contact info@mint.fi.
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SUPPLIER FEATURE - SPALECK
S paleck’s History
The company Spaleck was founded in 1869
in East Germany, at the time focused on
building dents and weaving accessories
for the textile industry. In 1928 Spaleck
built their first surface finishing machines,
carried out as rotating drums for several
applications.

S pecialize and Focus
Today’s technology to “surface finish
mass production parts” covers a wide
range of different machines, which can be
categorized in three main machine types:
drum finishing, vibratory finishing and
high energy finishing - better known as
centrifugal finishing.
Spaleck has focused their activities for
the Mint industry on circulation coins and
precious metals, with the same target:
perfection in surface finishing blanks prior
to striking.
The challenges of surface finishing blanks
are well known throughout the industry.
The production step helps (along with the
specs of the blanks) to prepare the blanks
prior to striking to support a good material
flow, to protect the blank against bluing

while striking and any discoloration after
striking (minting) and a maximum lifetime
of the minting die.
The surface finishing process for all kinds of
blanks is a specialized process combination
of the machine offering the mechanical
force, finishing media, water and different
types of chemicals throughout the finishing
cycle. After the finishing process an
automated textile drying process must be
incorporated for a spotless drying of the
“ready to strike blanks”.
L atest innovations
An automated visual inspection of the
blanks is also incorporated into the process
to allow the blanks manufacturers to be
recognized as a certified blank supplier to
the Mints of the world.
Continued page

In 1950 Spaleck established a facility
in Bocholt, in the northwestern part of
Nordrhein-Westfalen, where the company
is still located today. It is privately owned,
with about 100 employees and a turnover
between 16 to 20 million US – whereby
a large percentage of the turnover is
dedicated to the Mint industry around the
world.
Spaleck has been participating since 1992
in all MDC and MDC Technical Committee
conferences and other activities. It is one
of the two organizers and moderating
supporters of the Technical Forum. With
17 Technical Forum events, this group has
become the platform for the Mint industry
on which the latest technical innovations
will be presented.
MINT DIRECTORS CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT:
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Spaleck is embracing the needs and
challenges of the environment as well as
on the technical side. Not only has Spaleck
been able to reduce the consumption of
water and chemicals by 45 per cent per
kg of blanks recently. It also achieves 100
per cent water recycling through low
temperature evaporation technology, which
is part of the complex process.
This environmental responsibility has also
motivated Spaleck to develop new finishing
media, replacing stainless steel media with
Ceramic High Definition (CHD) media to
avoid chrome residues in the waste stream.

Another new development is the Die Cone
Finisher (DCF) to finish and refinish dies and
die cones. This machine is automated to
reduce the labor required for die polishing.

1 8 month of distance
Spaleck has learned, just like most other
companies, that traditional meetings are
no longer the way to discuss developments
and projects with customers. Virtual reality
has helped the company to maneuver
through commissioning of machines
and carry out virtual training sessions.
Digital meetings in general have helped
Spalek to keep going, suggesting it is time
to permanently integrate virtual reality
without underestimating the value of faceto-face meetings, sitting around one table!
Spaleck’s future in the Mint industry
not only depends on new technical
developments, it even more depends
on the people involved. An intensive
knowledge exchange within Spaleck’s
Mint Industry Team will equip the next

generation to take over whenever they feel
they are ready!
The Spaleck Mint Industry Team is happy to
handle any inquiries for Spaleck within the
Mint industry on topics such as:
surface finishing machines for blanks of
all alloys
surface treatment technology, media and
chemicals
die and die cone finishing machines
wastewater recycling systems
stacking units to stack precious metal
blanks into cassettes
continuous gold and silver bar finisher
inhouse handling carts for precious metal
blanks
blank and coin inspection machines.
www.spaleck.biz

Please circulate to relevant staff and interested industry members to help build our collective voice.
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